Make a Sun-Catcher

You will need:
- Clear Contact Paper
- Leaves, flowers from the yard
- Scissors
- Paper Punch
- Ribbon or twine
- Pen
- Circle to trace

1. Cut two squares of contact paper, just larger than the size of circle you want.

2. Trace the circle on the outside of the contact paper.

3. Peel off the paper backing and place the contact paper sticky side up.

4. Stick the leaves and flowers face down on the contact paper. To make a mandala pattern, arrange in a symmetrical, repeating pattern.

5. Peel the second piece of contact paper and place it on top of your design, ‘sandwiching’ your design between the two pieces. Press the two pieces together.

6. Trim the circle.

7. Punch a hole in the suncatcher, thread a ribbon and hang in a window to enjoy!

8. To make a book mark, follow the steps from above, using rectangle pieces of contact paper. Put a piece of cardstock, trimmed to slightly smaller than your contact paper, on top of your design, then put the second piece of contact paper over the back of the cardstock. Trim the edges.
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